NOTICE

**Grade Improvement / Supplementary Examinations for UG/PG/Teacher Education Programmes**

Grade improvement and Supplementary examinations of students of the EFLU Hyderabad, Shillong and Lucknow Campuses, will be held from **7–9 August 2019**. Students at the EFLU Hyderabad who wish to appear in the above examination(s) should collect the application form from the Office of the Controller of Examinations on or before **2 August 2019** and students of EFLU Shillong and Lucknow at their respective Campuses. A fee of **Rs.110/-** for each paper is to be paid through challan.

**NOTE:**

1. Students who obtained a grade ‘B’ or below and are desirous of improving their grades in any module/subject may take a Grade Improvement Examination.

2. Supplementary examinations shall serve as repeat examinations. Only those students who fulfill the attendance, discipline, and academic requirements of the programme shall be allowed to exercise the option of Supplementary examination.

3. There is no Grade improvement or Supplementary examination for assignments/presentation/project work in lieu of semester-end examination. The same shall be applicable where there is group work for internal/final assessment and also for M.A. dissertation.

4. Students of PGDTE and PGDTA cannot apply for the Grade improvement or Supplementary examination for the Practice Teaching component of the course.

A fee of **Rs.110/-** for each paper should be paid through challan.

i. Last date for receipt of applications : 2 August 2019
ii. Date of examinations : 7–9 August 2019
iii. Declaration of results : 14 August 2019
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Re-evaluation
A student can apply for re-evaluation of an answer script of any course only once by paying Rs.200/- (SC/ST Rs.100/-). Differently-abled students are exempted from the payment of this fee. (The average of the grades given by the two examiners shall constitute the final grade, irrespective of it being higher or lower than the original grade, and cannot be subjected to any further consideration.) The last date for submitting the application for the re-evaluation of an answer script is 2 August 2019.

Sd/-
Controller of Examinations I/c.

To
All Notice Boards

Copy to:
Coordinator, B.A. (Hons.) English
Coordinator, B.Ed. English
Coordinator, M.A. English
Coordinator, M.A. Comparative Literature
Coordinator, M.A. English Language Teaching
Coordinator, M.A. English Literature
Coordinator, M.A. Literatures in English
Coordinator, M.A. Linguistics
Coordinator, M.A. Journalism and Mass Communication
Coordinator, M.A. Computational Linguistics
Coordinator, Post Graduate Diploma in the Teaching of English (PGDTE)
Coordinator, Post Graduate Diploma in the Teaching of Arabic (PGDTA)
Coordinator, B.A. (Hons.) Foreign Languages
Coordinator, M.A. Hindi
Dean, School of Language Sciences/English Language Education/Literary Studies/Interdisciplinary Studies/Arab and Asian Studies/European Languages
Director I/c, Lucknow Campus
Director I/c, Shillong Campus